Service request 82196 requests that the Incentive Award Program (IAP) assessment be ended for NX Covered distributions, effective with March 2008 Expense Distribution. The IAP rate for NX/C in personnel program PSS will be set to "NONE", effective 03/01/2008.

Per Human Resources and Benefits – Labor and Payroll Coordination, we are making the appropriate transaction available via FTP. All locations should use the following dataset:

PAYDIST.CTL2008.CARDLIB(IAP2196)

The transactions must be processed by PPP004 prior to Expense Distribution processing for March 2008.

As always, these updates should be applied to production only as approved by your campus Payroll manager. We suggest making a backup of the updated Control tables either through unload or image copy after the successful update of the production CTL tables.

Functional questions regarding the NX IAP assessment rate should be addressed to Patty Yamashita at (510) 987-0909 or Patty.Yamashita@ucop.edu.

For technical questions, please send electronic mail to Caroline.Rider@ucop.edu.